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The present Chapter aims at the development of logical programming language (Prolog) for implementing database concepts in the form of establishment of links between logic programming and databases. I have been able to implement a deductive/inference database management and Knowledge- based systems in Prolog.
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4.1 Introduction

We know that PROLOG is one of the most popular languages based on an inference mechanism and many expert systems are implemented in PROLOG. In the present work, we have selected this language to express the rules and a PROLOG interpreter and its uses as an inference mechanism, taking the initiative from the work of A Domenici et al. [2]. We have also utilized the work of Pascual Julián-Iranzo et al. [193], who have examined the extension of Prolog in order to be able to deal with similarity-based fuzzy unification and the work of R.J. Lucas [205], who has kept the options open to implementers of Prolog interfaces to relational databases. While interest in the use of Prolog for database applications is growing, the size of such applications is limited on account of the ability of current implementations of Prolog for handling disc-resident clauses. Various software and hardware approaches, such as codeword indexing, have been put forward to solve this problem, S Zhou et al. [223] had examined the reports of the comparative performances of one-level and two-level codeword indexing. In another research work F. Gozzi et al. [76], have described the PRIMO system as a PROLOG-Relational Interface. The main design goals of PRIMO include portability, modularity, and transparency. As a result of portability, the PRIMO interface can be established between any two PROLOG and relational systems; provided that the former supports a call to the operating system and that the latter supports SQL.

In Prolog database space, the cache architecture was discussed by Lanfranco Lopriore [147]. In this chapter Lanfranco has reduced the database memory requirements of Prolog programs used in DBMS. N.W. Paton et al. [184] have used Prolog to implement in object-oriented database. Research on Prolog – based object oriented engineering in DBMS, present the primary concepts of PBASE, a prototype object oriented database system. PBASE is intended to support the needs of engineering applications with specific reference to structural engineering, as mentioned by A.S. Watson et al. [14]. Another work in prolog and a rational DBMS for decision support systems was given by Jorge Bocca et al. [24]. Research on techniques for implementation of the system which is implemented by coupling Prolog with a commercial relational DBMS will be a useful tool for designing expert systems, especially for designing expert systems that have a requirement for knowledge-directed processing of large amounts of
shared information given by Yuguo Zhang et al. [23]. A compendium of research on PROLOG with database management for different systems has been given by Deyi Li [63].

Research on Applying Prolog to Develop Distributed Database Systems has been conducted on a number of different distributed databases, given by Nuno P. Lopes et al. [186]. Implementation of an integrated multi-database for PROLOG systems have been covered as part of large systems by DA Bell et al. [57]. A table oriented database-prolog system approach given by S.M Kuo Pan et al. [221]. In this paper, we investigate deductive inference for interiors and exteriors of Horn knowledge bases, where interiors and exteriors are those which were introduced by Makino et al [161] to study stability properties of knowledge bases for PROLOG systems. Knowledge-based systems are commonly used to store the sentences as our knowledge for the purpose of having automated reasoning such as deduction applied to them given by Brachman et al [28]. Deductive inference is a fundamental mode of reasoning, and is usually abstracted as follows, as given in the work of Makino and Ono [162]: Given a knowledge base KB, assumed to capture our knowledge about the domain in question, and a query \( \chi \) that is assumed to capture the situation at hand, decide whether KB implies \( \chi \), denoted by \( KB \models \chi \), which can be understood as the question: —Is \( \chi \) necessarily true given the current state of knowledge? In this paper, we consider interiors and exteriors of knowledge bases used by PROLOG database. I have also used the Deductive/Inference model for conclusion based on the form of premises interpreted as a function. In order to provide rules of inference with a sufficient computational power, the logical Data Model also supports a concept of so-called computational terms. Primitively speaking, computational terms are arithmetical expressions having free variables, constants and/or other terms as parameters. The following notation is used to define such computational terms:

\[
(\text{[Parameter}_1\text{]} \text{[Operation]} \text{[Parameter}_2\text{]})
\]

Where \text{[Parameter}_1\text{]} and \text{[Parameter}_2\text{]} are free variables, constants or other computational terms, and these terms are used as free variables in rules of inference for Query analyzed.

For this concept we have derived a method for query evaluation in deductive databases and it is based on discovering of axioms and facts relevant to a given query. Such type of work had been proposed and generated by Eliezer L. Lozinskii [73].
We have also modified the Query evaluation and optimization technique of Wei Lu [264] in deductive and object-oriented spatial databases. It has been demonstrated that our system is able to improve the quality of the state of Prolog systems. Our approach can be regarded as converting the more common way of using a Prolog system to automatically post-edit the output of DBMS systems by Deductive/Inference model, as described in Troels Andreasen [247]. Similar work references can be seen in the works of Chan Chee keong et al. [43] for Implementation of a deductive database system using SQLBase and in Prolog Programming Language Encyclopedia of Physical Science and Technology in DBMS verification, given by Heimo H [112]. In this paper we are presenting a methodology as a Knowledge base system, introduced by R.J. Gil [206] for a novel integrated knowledge support system.

4.2 Methodology

Prolog automates and reduces much of the daily construction paperwork process while associating pertinent related information. Prolog offers clear visibility into what is happening on a project to the client, site and home office project management. This allows for closer collaboration and improved communication between home office and field personnel, so for these facts and findings we used the concept of Prolog clauses as follows:

To find a clause that matches the query:

?- F(a,b), the Prolog system does not look at all the clauses in the knowledge base only the clauses for f. Associated with the function f is a pointer or hashing function that sends the search routine directly to the right place. This technique is used in this paper and also called as indexing.

Many implementations carry this further by indexing on not only the predicate, but also the principal function of the first argument. In such an implementation, the search considers only clauses that match F (a, ?) and neglects clauses such as F (b,c).

Indexing can make a predicate Head/Tail recursive when it otherwise would not be. For example,

F(x (A, B)):- F (A).
F (q).
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It is tail recursive even though the recursive call is not in the last clause, because indexing eliminates the last clause from consideration: any argument that matches x (A, B) cannot match q. The same is true of list processing predicates of the form

\[ F ([\text{Head} \mid \text{Tail}],?) = F ([],?) \]

Here \([\text{[]}]\) means the null array where user can form any type of string operation of database, to reduce the cost.

The standard case, the simplest one, is the case where the goals of the query refer to non-recursive virtual predicates, each predicate being defined only by one clause. Most of the PROLOG-DBMS presented in this Chapter reduce the clustering of data used.

In fact this general methodology is modified when a predicate definition contains:

- Evaluable predicate, or
- Negation, or
- A "cut", or
- A predicate defined by several clauses, or
- A recursively defined predicate.

Query is terminated, the corresponding sub-goals are replaced in the PROLOG program by a new predicate which is used to represent the ground clauses associated to the query answer, and the resolution of data in database is continued. We are working in a structure \((D, F)\) and let \(V\) be a universal set of variables, given once and for all, used to refer to the elements of its domain \(D\). We will assume that \(V\) is infinite and countable.

We can now construct syntactic objects of two kinds, terms and constraints. Terms are sequences of DBMS elements from

\[ V\sim F \text{ of one of the two forms of a particular data,} \]

\[ x \text{ or } f t_1 \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots t_n \text{, where } x \text{ is a data variable, } f \text{ is an } n \text{-place operation and where the } t_i \text{ are less complex terms } (i=1\ldots n). \]

In this approach the number of call to the DBMS can be quite important, leading to an important overhead, because for each call the DBMS has to analyze the query, to optimize it, and so on. But the advantage is that the size of each answer is much smaller.
4.3 Designing Tools Used In Query Optimization

Design is a process by which design intentions are transformed into design descriptions and has identifiable phases or sub processes. Although the phases may not be addressed hierarchically for the entire design cycle and are often carried out recursively, there is an inherent order in the way in which designers approach a design problem, the following represents one decomposition.

(i) Design analysis or formulation involves identifying the goals, requirements and possibly the vocabulary relevant to the needs or intentions of the designer. It is the development of the detailed specification of the design brief.

(ii) Design synthesis involves the exploration of a design space, producing a solution includes the formation or selection of a prototype followed by elaboration or refinement.

(iii) Design evaluation involves interpreting a partially or completely specified design description for conformance with goals and/or expected performances.

For every stored relation (R) with an attribute (A) we keep:

- |R|: the cardinality of R (the number of tuples in R)
- b(R): the blocking factor for R
- min(R; A): the minimum value for A in R
- max(R; A): the maximum value for A in R
- distinct (R; A): the number of distinct values of A

I use the following insertion sort program to illustrate how simple Prolog programs are typically constructed. % insertion sort (simple version) isort([], []). isort(A.As, Bs) :- isort(As, Bs1), insert(A, Bs1, Bs). The isort predicate follows a typical pattern for list processing. There is a base case for [] and a case for A.As with a recursive call containing as and another call containing A. The structure of insert is similar, except the case dealing with non-empty lists has been split further into two sub-cases. The two basic techniques used are structural induction and case analysis. A typical programmer using a modern functional language would code insert in a similar way to the Prolog version, using structural induction and case analysis. The code for isort may also be written in the same style. However, a good functional programmer should realize that the resulting code follows a familiar pattern.
That pattern is generalized by the higher order function foldr, which can be used to code isort more simply as follows:  

- isort As = foldr insert [] As

As described in below figure: (Fig. 4.3.1)

4.4 Framework of Prolog in DBMS

I have presented an Interface based on the static approach. It is interesting to compare its advantages and drawbacks with regard to the dynamic approach. In the following we do this comparison taking into account two different criteria: the number of interactions between the PROLOG interpreter and the DBMS, and the size of the answers obtained from the DBMS which must be stored in core memory. The differences are significant only in the case of the queries whose evaluation involves predicates which are recursively defined.

To design the software module, called Framework, which interfaces the PROLOG interpreter and the Relational DBMS we adopted the following guidelines in this chapter:

1. The queries sent to the DBMS should correspond to the largest sub-sets of the PROLOG program which can be independently evaluated by the DBMS.

2. The queries are not transformed by the Framework in order to optimize query evaluation; this optimization is supposed to be done by the DBMS.

3. Neither the Prolog interpreter, nor the DBMS modules are modified; the consequence of this requirement is that the Interface does not need to know how these two modules are implemented.

We attempt to propose an extensible framework to database management system (DBMS) which deals with the unique and emerging challenges for Prolog or any other language as depicted here a data.
We addressed extension required to various existing components like data types, data operations, indexing, data integration, data storage and management in order to process and manage Prolog efficiently.

```prolog
remove_duplicates([First|Rest], Result) :-
    member(First, Rest),!.
remove_duplicates(Rest, Result).
```

```prolog
remove_duplicates([First|Rest], [First|New_Rest]) :-
    remove_duplicates(Rest, New_Rest).
```

```prolog
sum_list(Number_List, Result) :-
    sum_list(Number_List, 0, Result).
% sum_list(+Number_List, +Accumulator, ?Result) sum_list([], A, A). % At end: unify with accumulator.
sum_list([H|T], A, R) :- % Accumulate first and recur.
```

### 4.5 Modification of the Framework

In this Chapter I have used the concept of Knowledge-based system for truth values which was found in an article of Brown et al. 2003. Knowledge-based system is commutative, as in that \( x \lor y = y \lor x \) for disjunction and \( x \land y = y \land x \) for conjunction. In our present research work, we have attempted \( x \rightarrow \) user input, and \( y \rightarrow \) system output. If the user wants to check that whether the database is correct for user choice then he/she has to keep this fact into mind that the leading database management systems like Oracle, IBM DB2, Microsoft SQL Server, Metadata are equipped with complex data types which can store or cannot be store/support any Prolog data types which are normally sequences, primary and secondary structures, and images. In such cases they are supposed to provide object oriented development framework and direct support to store and process XML which are highly recommend to advanced Prolog data types. They are powerful enough to support data quality, integrity, availability, security, manageability, interoperability and an ability to manage and process huge volumes of data.

Again I use recursive functions to correct the database errors and formulated them with respect to the following three rules and apply them to understand in database through language:-
1. \( a \lor (b \lor c) = (a \lor b) \lor c \) → associative
2. \( a \lor b = b \lor a \) → commutative
3. \( a \rightarrow b \rightarrow b \rightarrow c \) then \( a \rightarrow c \) → transitivity

### 4.6 Description of the Project

% remove_duplicates(+List,-ProcessedList) % Removes the duplicates in List, giving Processed List.
% Elements are considered to match if they can % be unified with each other; thus, a partly uninstantiated
% element may become further instantiated during testing.
% If several elements match, the last of them is preserved. public class SuffixTree
{ public void sample Usage() { %:sum_list(+ListOfNumbers,?Result) %.
    Sums the numbers in the list, giving Result. Crashes with an %. error message if first argument is not a list of numbers. sum_list([],0).
    % Empty list sums to 0. sum_list([First|Rest],N) :- % Add first number to sum of rest. number(First),!, sum_list(Rest,R), N is First+R. sum_list(_,0) :- % Catch ill-formed arguments. errmsg('First arg of sum_list/2 must be a list of numbers.').
    class CompactSuffixTree extends AbstractSuffixTree { public CompactSuffixTree(SimpleSuffixTree simpleSuffixTree) { super(simpleSuffixTree.text);
        super.root = compactNodes(simpleSuffixTree.root, 0); super.best = simpleSuffixTree.best; } private SuffixTreeNode compactNodes(SuffixTreeNode node, int nodeDepth)
        { node.nodeDepth = nodeDepth; for (SuffixTreeNode child : node.children) {
            while (child.children.size() == 1)
            { SuffixTreeNode grandchild = child.children.iterator().next();
                child.incomingEdge.label += "," + grandchild.incomingEdge.label; child.stringDepth += grandchild.incomingEdge.label.length(); child.children = grandchild.children; // for (SuffixTreeNode grandchild : child.children) grandchild.parent = node;
            } child = compactNodes(child, nodeDepth + 1); } return node; }
    }
    class SuffixTreeNode { AbstractSuffixTree tree; SuffixTreeEdge incomingEdge = null;
int nodeDepth = -1;
int label = -1; Collection<SuffixTreeNode> children = null;
SuffixTreeNode parent = null; int stringDepth; int id = 0;
public static int c; public int visits = 1;
public SuffixTreeNode(AbstractSuffixTree tree, SuffixTreeNode parent,
String incomingLabel, int depth, int label, int id)
{children = new ArrayList<SuffixTreeNode>(); incomingEdge = new
SuffixTreeEdge(incomingLabel, label);
nodeDepth = depth; this.label = label; this.parent = parent; stringDepth =
parent.stringDepth + incomingLabel.length(); this.id = id; this.tree = tree; }

public SuffixTreeNode(AbstractSuffixTree tree)
{children = new ArrayList<SuffixTreeNode>(); nodeDepth = 0; label = 0;
this.tree = tree; }

public void addSuffix(List<String> suffix, int pathIndex) { SuffixTreeNode
insertAt = this; insertAt = search(this, suffix); insert(insertAt, suffix, pathIndex);
}

private SuffixTreeNode search(SuffixTreeNode startNode, List<String> suffix) if
(suffix.isEmpty())
{
throw new IllegalArgumentException( "Empty suffix. Probably no valid simple
suffix tree exists for the input.");
}

Collection<SuffixTreeNode> children = startNode.children; for
(SuffixTreeNode child : children)
{
if (child.incomingEdge.label.equals(suffix.get(0)))
{ suffix.remove(0); child.visits++; if (child.visits > 1 &&
child.stringDepth >
tree.best.stringDepth) { tree.best = child; }
if (suffix.isEmpty())
{
return child; } return search(child, suffix);
}

return startNode;

private void insert(SuffixTreeNode insertAt, List<String> suffix, int pathIndex)
{
for (String x : suffix)
{

SuffixTreeNode child = new SuffixTreeNode(tree, insertAt, x, insertAt.nodeDepth + 1, pathIndex, id); insertAt.children.add(child); insertAt = child;
}

}

public String toString()
{
StringBuilder result = new StringBuilder(); String incomingLabel = this.isRoot() ? "" : this.incomingEdge.label;
for (int i = 1; i <= this.nodeDepth; i++) result.append("t"); if (this.isRoot())
{ c = 1; this.id = 1;
}
else
{ this.id = c; result.append(this.parent.id + " -> ");
result.append(this.id + ":[label="" + incomingLabel + "]" + "," + (stringDepth) + "]" + ";\n"");
}
for (SuffixTreeNode child : children)
{
c++; child.id = c; result.append(child.toString());
}
return result.toString();

public String printResult()
{
4.7 Background of the Work

The concept of generating program source code by means of a dialogue involves combining strategies with system and user initiative. The strategy with system initiative safely navigates the user, whereas the strategy with user initiative enables a quick and effective creation of the desired constructions of the source code and collaboration with the system using obtained knowledge to increase the effectiveness of the dialogue.

The present invention sets forth a method and an arrangement for different database correction processing and can automate the process of adapting domain specific Prolog understanding. It solves the problem of simple natural language understanding and allows users to interact with machines using natural language. This work shall be of immense importance to the students of programmers and DBA who sometime feel harassed while selection of database and moreover are not certain about the exercises in extraction of languages to develop a database.

4.8 Conclusion

We have presented the implementation of a PROLOG and DBMS interface which does not need any modification of the PROLOG interpreter or the DBMS evaluator. This interface, even if it is not optimal, allows clustering many calls to the DBMS since it can generate queries containing: AND, OR, or NOT operators, and existential quantifiers. We have suggested an increasingly active role for such systems which is likely to have the potential to change the design process itself. The logic programming community should take advantage of the higher order style of programming developed by the functional programming community. This style encourages more abstraction, more reuse of code and more concise data programs in database management systems. We have shown by example how higher order programming also fits well with the additional strengths of logic programming such as multiple modes and Meta data logics. To study such structures, especially to check recent database and to search for solutions may be made faster using a computer.
4.9 Discription

comp = " " + rec.Fields(0) + " 
comp1 = " " + rec.Fields(1) + " 
comp2 = " " + rec.Fields(3) + " 
comp3 = " " + rec.Fields(2) + " 
comp4 = " " + rec.Fields(4) + "
f = InStr(1, str + " ", comp)
If f > 1 Then
chk = False
f1 = f
verb1 = comp
Verb = rec.Fields(3)
subj = Left(str, f)
obj = Right(str, (Len(str) + 2 - (f + Len(verb1))))
hv = "empty"
End If
f = InStr(1, str + " ", comp1)
If f > 1 Then
chk = False
f1 = f
verb1 = comp1
Verb = rec.Fields(3)
subj = Left(str, f)
obj = Right(str, (Len(str) + 2 - (f + Len(verb1))))
hv = "past"
End If
f = InStr(1, str + " ", comp2)
If f > 1 Then
chk = False
f1 = f
verb1 = comp2
Verb = rec.Fields(3)
subj = Left(str, f)
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obj = Right(str, (Len(str) + 2 - (f + Len(verb1))))
hv = "past"
End If
f = InStr(1, str + " ", comp3)
If f > 1 Then
chk = False
fl = f
verb1 = comp3
Verb = rec.Fields(3)
subj = Left(str, f)
obj = Right(str, (Len(str) + 2 - (f + Len(verb1))))
hv = "empty"
End If
f = InStr(1, str + " ", comp4)
If f > 1 Then
chk = False
fl = f
verb1 = comp4
Verb = rec.Fields(3)
subj = Left(str, f)
obj = Right(str, (Len(str) + 2 - (f + Len(verb1))))
hv = "empty"
End If
rec.MoveNext
Wend
fverb = verb1
fobj = obj
tverb = verb1
'SEARCHING FOR HELPING VERB
record.MoveFirst
While Not record.EOF
pser = InStr(1, subj, record.Fields(0), 0)
```
If pser > 1 Then
hv = record.Fields(0)
End If
record.MoveNext
Wend
is1 = InStr(1, subj, " is", 0)
If is1 > 1 Then
hv = "is"
End If
am = InStr(1, subj, " am", 0)
If am > 1 Then
hv = "am"
End If
will = InStr(1, subj, "will have")
If will > 1 Then
hv = "will have"
End If
shall = InStr(1, subj, "shall have")
If shall > 1 Then
hv = "shall have"
End If
wll_hs = InStr(1, subj, "will has")
If wll_hs > 1 Then
hv = "will have"
End If
sll_hs = InStr(1, subj, "shall has")
If sll_hs > 1 Then
hv = "shall have"
End If
has_been = InStr(1, subj, "has been")
If has_been > 1 Then
hv = "has been"
End If
have_been = InStr(1, subj, "have been")
If have_been > 1 Then
hv = "have been"
End If
had_been = InStr(1, subj, "had been")
If had_been > 1 Then
hv = "had been"
End If
sh_hv_been = InStr(1, subj, "shall have been")
If sh_hv_been > 1 Then
hv = "shall have been"
End If
wl_hv_been = InStr(1, subj, "will have been")
If wl_hv_been > 1 Then
hv = "will have been"
End If
'SUBJECT EXTRATION
If hv = "empty" Then
subject = subj
ElseIf hv = "past" Then
subject = subj
Else
s = Len(subj) - (Len(hv) + 1)
subject = Left(subj, s)
End If
If subject = " i " Or subject = " I " Then
su = Left(subject, Len(subject) - 2)
Else
su = subject
End If
'CHECK PLURAL
plu = InStr(1, su, " and")
If plu > 1 Then
pl = "and"
End If
s = " " + subject + " 

i = InStr(1, s, " i ") Or InStr(1, s, " I ")
If i > 1 Then
psubject = "I"
End If
w = InStr(1, s, " we ") Or InStr(1, s, " We ")
If w > 1 Then
psubject = "We"
End If
Y = InStr(1, s, " you ") Or InStr(1, s, " You ")
If Y > 1 Then
psubject = "You"
End If
t = InStr(1, s, " they ") Or InStr(1, s, " They ")
If t > 1 Then
psubject = "They"
End If
plural1 = InStr(1, s, " Men ") Or InStr(1, s, " men ") Or InStr(1, s, " Trees ") Or InStr(1, s, " trees ") Or InStr(1, s, " Boxes ") Or InStr(1, s, " boxes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Oxen ") Or InStr(1, s, " oxen ") Or InStr(1, s, " Boys ") Or InStr(1, s, " boys ") Or InStr(1, s, " Girls ") Or InStr(1, s, " girls ") Or InStr(1, s, " Cow ") Or InStr(1, s, " cows ") Or InStr(1, s, " Goats ") Or InStr(1, s, " goats ") Or InStr(1, s, " Birds ") Or InStr(1, s, " birds ") Or InStr(1, s, " Books ") Or InStr(1, s, " books ") Or InStr(1, s, " Pens ") Or InStr(1, s, " pens ")
If plural1 > 1 Then
pl = "and"
End If
plural2 = InStr(1, s, " Desks ") Or InStr(1, s, " desks ") Or InStr(1, s, " Classes ") Or InStr(1, s, " classes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Kisses ") Or InStr(1, s, " kisses ") Or InStr(1, s, " Dishes ") Or InStr(1, s, " dishes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Brushes ") Or InStr(1, s, " brushes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Matches ") Or InStr(1, s, " matches ") Or InStr(1, s, " Watches ") Or
InStr(1, s, " watches ") Or InStr(1, s, " Branches ") Or InStr(1, s, " branches ") Or InStr(1, s, " Buffaloes ") Or InStr(1, s, " buffaloes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Mangoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " mangoes ")
If plural2 > 1 Then
pl = "and"
End If
plural3 = InStr(1, s, " Heroes ") Or InStr(1, s, " heroes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Potatoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " potatoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Cargoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " cargoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Echoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " echoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Negroses ") Or InStr(1, s, " negroses ") Or InStr(1, s, " Volcanoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " volcanoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Dynamos ") Or InStr(1, s, " dynamos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Solos ") Or InStr(1, s, " solos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Ratios ") Or InStr(1, s, " ratios ") Or InStr(1, s, " Cantos ") Or InStr(1, s, " cantos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Mementos ") Or InStr(1, s, " mementos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Quartzes ") Or InStr(1, s, " quartes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Pianos ") Or InStr(1, s, " pianos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Photos ") Or InStr(1, s, " photos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Stereos ") Or InStr(1, s, " stereos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Babies ") Or InStr(1, s, " babies ") Or InStr(1, s, " Ladies ") Or InStr(1, s, " ladies ")
If plural3 > 1 Then
pl = "and"
End If
plural4 = InStr(1, s, " Cities ") Or InStr(1, s, " cities ") Or InStr(1, s, " Armies ") Or InStr(1, s, " armies ") Or InStr(1, s, " Stories ") Or InStr(1, s, " stories ") Or InStr(1, s, " Ponies ") Or InStr(1, s, " ponies ") Or InStr(1, s, " Women ") Or InStr(1, s, " women ") Or InStr(1, s, " Feet ") Or InStr(1, s, " feet ") Or InStr(1, s, " Mice ") Or InStr(1, s, " mice ") Or InStr(1, s, " Children ") Or InStr(1, s, " children ") Or InStr(1, s, " Wives ") Or InStr(1, s, " wives ") Or InStr(1, s, " Thieves ") Or InStr(1, s, " thieves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Wolves ") Or InStr(1, s, " wolves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Lives ") Or InStr(1, s, " lives ") Or InStr(1, s, " Leaves ") Or InStr(1, s, " leaves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Loaves ") Or InStr(1, s, " loaves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Calves ") Or InStr(1, s, " calves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Knives ") Or InStr(1, s, " knives ") Or InStr(1, s, " Shelves ") Or InStr(1, s, " shelves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Teeth ") Or InStr(1, s, " teeth ")
If plural4 > 1 Then
pl = "and"
End If
plural5 = InStr(1, s, " Geese ") Or InStr(1, s, " geese ") Or InStr(1, s, " Lice ") Or InStr(1, s, " lice ") Or InStr(1, s, " Chiefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " chiefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Dwarfs ") Or InStr(1, s, " dwarfs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Hoofs ") Or InStr(1, s, " hoofs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Roofes ") Or InStr(1, s, " roofs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Safes ") Or InStr(1, s, " safes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Proofs ") Or InStr(1, s, " proofs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Gulfs ") Or InStr(1, s, " gulfs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Serfs ") Or InStr(1, s, " serfs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Strifes ") Or InStr(1, s, " strifes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Griefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " griefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Briefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " briefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Beliefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " beliefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Heroes ") Or InStr(1, s, " heroes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Peoples ") Or InStr(1, s, " peoples ")
If plural5 > 1 Then
pl = "and"
End If
'MODIFICATION IN VERB
rec.MoveFirst
While Not rec.EOF
comp = " " + rec.Fields(0) + " "
comp1 = " " + rec.Fields(1) + " "
comp2 = " " + rec.Fields(3) + " "
comp3 = " " + rec.Fields(2) + " "
comp4 = " " + rec.Fields(4) + " "
If verb1 = comp Then
verbs = rec.Fields(0)
hv = "will"
If pl = "and" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "I" Then
hv = "shall"
End If
If psubject = "You" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "They" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "We" Then
hv = "shall"
End If
End If
If verb1 = comp1 Then
verbs = rec.Fields(0)
hv = "will"
If pl = "and" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "I" Then
hv = "shall"
End If
If psubject = "You" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "They" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "We" Then
hv = "shall"
End If
End If
If verb1 = comp2 Then
verbs = rec.Fields(0)
hv = "will"
If pl = "and" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "I" Then
hv = "shall"
End If
If psubject = "You" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "They" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "We" Then
hv = "shall"
End If
End If
If verb1 = comp3 Then
verbs = rec.Fields(0)
hv = "will"
If pl = "and" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "I" Then
hv = "shall"
End If
If psubject = "You" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "They" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "We" Then
hv = "shall"
End If
End If
End If
If verb1 = comp4 Then
verbs = rec.Fields(0)
hv = "will"
If pl = "and" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "I" Then
hv = "shall"
End If
If psubject = "You" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "They" Then
hv = "will"
End If
If psubject = "We" Then
hv = "shall"
End If
End If
rec.MoveNext
Wend
sent1 = subject + " " + hv + " " + verbs + obj
rsub = subject
sent = subject + " " + hv + " " + verbs
rver = verbs
pl = " "
'IF THERE ARE TWO SENTENCES
rec.MoveFirst
While Not rec.EOF
comp = " " + rec.Fields(0) + " ">
comp1 = " " + rec.Fields(1) + " ">
comp2 = " " + rec.Fields(3) + " ">
comp3 = " " + rec.Fields(2) + " ">
comp4 = " " + rec.Fields(4) + " \\
str = subj \\
While Not rec.EOF \\
subj = Left(str, f) \\
obj = Right(str, (Len(str) + 2 - (f + Len(verb1)))) \\
hv = "empty" \\
End If \\
rec.MoveNext \\
Wend \\
'SERCHING FOR HELPING VERB \\
record.MoveFirst \\
While Not record.EOF \\
pser = InStr(1, subj, record.Fields(0), 0) \\
If pser > 1 Then \\
hv = record.Fields(0) \\
End If \\
record.MoveNext \\
Wend \\
is1 = InStr(1, subj, " is", 0) \\
If is1 > 1 Then \\
hv = "is" \\
End If \\
am = InStr(1, subj, " am", 0) \\
If am > 1 Then \\
hv = "am" \\
End If \\
will = InStr(1, subj, "will have") \\
If will > 1 Then \\
hv = "will have" \\
End If \\
shall = InStr(1, subj, "shall have") \\
If shall > 1 Then \\
hv = "shall have"
End If
wll_hs = InStr(1, subj, "will has")
If wll_hs > 1 Then
hv = "will have"
End If
sll_hs = InStr(1, subj, "shall has")
If sll_hs > 1 Then
hv = "shall have"
End If
has_been = InStr(1, subj, "has been")
If has_been > 1 Then
hv = "has been"
End If
have_been = InStr(1, subj, "have been")
If have_been > 1 Then
hv = "have been"
End If
had_been = InStr(1, subj, "had been")
If had_been > 1 Then
If sh_hv_been > 1 Then
hv = "shall have been"
End If
wl_hv_been = InStr(1, subj, "will have been")
If wl_hv_been > 1 Then
hv = "will have been"
End If
'SUBJECT EXTRATION
If hv = "empty" Then
subject = subj
ElseIf hv = "past" Then
subject = subj
Else
s = Len(subj) - (Len(hv) + 1)
subject = Left(subj, s)
End If
If subject = " i " Or subject = " I " Then
su = Left(subject, Len(subject) - 2)
Else
su = subject
End If
'CHECK PLURAL
plu = InStr(1, su, " and")
If plu > 1 Then
pl = "and"
End If
s = " " + subject + " 

i = InStr(1, s, " i ") Or InStr(1, s, " I ")
If i > 1 Then
psubject = "I"
End If
w = InStr(1, s, " we ") Or InStr(1, s, " We ")
If w > 1 Then
psubject = "We"
End If
Y = InStr(1, s, " you ") Or InStr(1, s, " You ")
If Y > 1 Then
psubject = "You"
End If
t = InStr(1, s, " they ") Or InStr(1, s, " They ")
If t > 1 Then
psubject = "They"
End If
plural1 = InStr(1, s, " Men ") Or InStr(1, s, " men ") Or InStr(1, s, " Trees ") Or InStr(1, s, " trees ") Or InStr(1, s, " Boxes ") Or InStr(1, s, " boxes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Oxen ") Or InStr(1, s, " oxen ") Or InStr(1, s, " Boys ") Or InStr(1, s, " boys ") Or InStr(1, s, " Girls ") Or InStr(1, s, " girls ") Or InStr(1, s, " Cow ") Or
InStr(1,s,"cows") Or InStr(1, s, " Goats ") Or InStr(1, s, " goats ") Or InStr(1, s, " Birds ")
Or InStr(1, s, " birds ") Or InStr(1, s, " Books ") Or InStr(1, s, " books ") Or InStr(1, s, " Pens ") Or InStr(1, s, " pens ")
If plural1 > 1 Then
pl = "and"
End If

plural2 = InStr(1, s, " Desks ") Or InStr(1, s, " desks ") Or InStr(1, s, " Classes ") Or
InStr(1, s, " classes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Kisses ") Or InStr(1, s, " kisses ") Or InStr(1, s, " Dishes") Or InStr(1, s, " dishes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Brushes") Or InStr(1, s, " brushes ") Or
InStr(1, s, " Matches ") Or InStr(1, s, " matches ") Or InStr(1, s, " Watches ") Or InStr(1, s, " watches ") Or InStr(1, s, " Branches ") Or InStr(1, s, " branches ") Or InStr(1, s, " Buffaloes ") Or InStr(1, s, " buffaloes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Mangoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " mangoes ")
If plural2 > 1 Then
pl = "and"
plural3 = InStr(1, s, " Heroes ") Or InStr(1, s, " heroes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Potatoes ") Or
InStr(1, s, " potatoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Cargoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " cargoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Echoes") Or InStr(1, s, " echoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Negroes ") Or InStr(1, s, " negros ")
Or InStr(1, s, " Volcanoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " volcanoes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Dynamos ") Or
InStr(1, s, " dynamos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Solos ") Or InStr(1, s, " solos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Ratios ") Or InStr(1, s, " ratios ") Or InStr(1, s, " Cantos ") Or InStr(1, s, " cantos ") Or
InStr(1, s, " Mementos") Or InStr(1, s, " mementos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Quartos ") Or
InStr(1, s, " quartos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Pianos ") Or InStr(1, s, " pianos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Photos ") Or InStr(1, s, " photos ") Or InStr(1, s, " Stereos ") Or InStr(1, s, " stereos ") Or
InStr(1, s, " Babies ") Or InStr(1, s, " babies ") Or InStr(1, s, " Ladies ") Or InStr(1, s, " ladies ")
If plural3 > 1 Then
pl = "and"
End If
plural4 = InStr(1, s, " Cities ") Or InStr(1, s, " cities ") Or InStr(1, s, " Armies ") Or
InStr(1, s, " armies ") Or InStr(1, s, " Stories ") Or InStr(1, s, " stories ") Or InStr(1, s, " Ponies ") Or InStr(1, s, " ponies ") Or InStr(1, s, " Women ") Or InStr(1, s, " women ") Or
InStr(1, s, " Feet ") Or InStr(1, s, " feet ") Or InStr(1, s, " Mice ") Or InStr(1, s, " mice ")
Or InStr(1, s, " Children ") Or InStr(1, s, " children ") Or InStr(1, s, " Wives ") Or InStr(1, s, " wives ") Or InStr(1, s, " Thieves ") Or InStr(1, s, " thieves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Wolves ") Or InStr(1, s, " wolves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Lives ") Or InStr(1, s, " lives ") Or InStr(1, s, " Leaves ") Or InStr(1, s, " leaves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Loaves ") Or InStr(1, s, " loaves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Calves ") Or InStr(1, s, " calves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Knives ") Or InStr(1, s, " knives ") Or InStr(1, s, " Shelves ") Or InStr(1, s, " shelves ") Or InStr(1, s, " Teeth ") Or InStr(1, s, " teeth ")
If plural4 > 1 Then
    pl = "and"
End If
plural5 = InStr(1, s, " Geese ") Or InStr(1, s, " geese ") Or InStr(1, s, " Lice ") Or InStr(1, s, " lice ") Or InStr(1, s, " Chiefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " chiefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Dwarfs ") Or InStr(1, s, " dwarfs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Hoofs ") Or InStr(1, s, " hoofs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Roofs ") Or InStr(1, s, " roofs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Safes ") Or InStr(1, s, " safes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Proofs ") Or InStr(1, s, " proofs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Gulfs ") Or InStr(1, s, " guls ") Or InStr(1, s, " Serfs ") Or InStr(1, s, " serfs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Strifes ") Or InStr(1, s, " strifes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Griefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " griefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Briefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " briefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Beliefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " beliefs ") Or InStr(1, s, " Heroes ") Or InStr(1, s, " heroes ") Or InStr(1, s, " Peoples ") Or InStr(1, s, " peoples ")
Estelar